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dic-to-protonic dihydrogen bond
predominance in monohydrated dodecaborate
clusters†

Yanrong Jiang,‡a Qinqin Yuan,‡be Wenjin Cao, b Zhubin Hu,a Yan Yang, a

Cheng Zhong,d Tao Yang,a Haitao Sun, *ac Xue-Bin Wang *b

and Zhenrong Sun*ac

Hydridic-to-protonic dihydrogen bonds (DHBs) are involved in comprehensive structural and energetic

evolution, and significantly affect reactivity and selectivity in solution and solid states. Grand challenges

exist in understanding DHBs’ bonding nature and strength, and how to harness DHBs. Herein we

launched a combined photoelectron spectroscopy and multiscale theoretical investigation using

monohydrated closo-dodecaborate clusters B12X12
2�$H2O (X ¼ H, F, I) to address such challenges. For

the first time, a consistent and unambiguous picture is unraveled demonstrating that B–H/H–O DHBs

are superior to the conventional B–X/H–O HBs, being 1.15 and 4.61 kcal mol�1 stronger than those

with X ¼ F and I, respectively. Energy decomposition analyses reveal that induction and dispersion terms

make pronounced contributions resulting in a stronger B–H/H–O DHB. These findings call out more

attention to the prominent roles of DHBs in water environments and pave the way for efficient and eco-

friendly catalytic dihydrogen production based on optimized hydridic-to-protonic interactions.
Introduction

The hydrogen bond (HB), rst discussed in 1912, represents one
of the most important research topics in modern chemistry.1–4

In a typical HB, a protonic hydrogen (HB donor) of an X–Hd+

bond (X is a highly electronegative atom, e.g., N, O, halogen)
interacts with an adjacent lone pair of an electronegative atom
(HB acceptor) in the X–Hd+/Ad� form.5 The HB acceptor Ad�

could be a H atom when it is bonded to an electropositive atom
such as boron or transition metal Y, and this can result in
a specic HB pattern, X–Hd+/Hd�–Y, known as hydridic-to-
protonic interactions.6 This interaction was rst recognized as
a real intermolecular N–H/H–B attraction in borane–ammonia
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complexes in 1968,7 and the term “dihydrogen bond” (DHB) was
coined in 1995 to describe such chemical bonding patterns,8,9

eighty-three years aer the original HB concept was formulated.
So far, the DHB has attracted considerable attention due to its
involvement in comprehensive structural and energetic evolu-
tion, as well as its major impact on reactivity and selectivity in
both the solution and solid state.6,10–16 For example, the DHB
has manifested its crucial roles in broad and diverse elds such
as molecular recognition,17 hydrogen storage materials,18 cata-
lytic dehydrogenation,19,20 synthetic chemistry,21 supramolec-
ular self-assembly,12,22 and drug design.13,23

Despite the aforementioned importance and previous
experiments (i.e. solution NMR spectroscopy,24–26 neutron
diffraction/inelastic neutron scattering technique,27,28 and IR
vibrational spectroscopy29–32) and theoretical calcula-
tions,6,11,33,34 the nature and strength of DHBs have not been well
understood. Particularly, only in rare cases35 has the strength of
DHBs been well dened and comparisons made to conventional
HBs, but the generality of these observations remains unclear.6

This deciency of understanding is largely due to the lack of
proper models31,32 and precise spectroscopic measurements, in
which well-dened DHBs exist without interferences from other
conventional HBs and bulk environments. Until now, a direct
quantitative measurement of the strength of DHBs and their
comparison to typical HBs has not been reported, leading to two
important open questions: (1) how strong is a DHB compared to
conventional strong HBs? and (2) what is the chemical bonding
nature and dynamics in DHB formation?
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9855–9860 | 9855
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Fig. 1 The 20 K NIPE spectra of B12X12
2�$nH2O (X ¼ H, F, I; n ¼ 0, 1)

measured with 193 nm photons. The dashed gray lines denote the
spectral vertical detachment energy (VDE) positions. Due to the exis-
tence of the repulsive Coulomb barrier (RCB) in photodetaching dia-
nions, spectral bands at higher binding energy are suppressed (see
Fig. S1† for comparing 193 and 157 nm spectra). The noisy spikes in the
spectrum of the hydrated F beyond 4 eV are due to the imperfect
background subtraction originating from weak signals and scaled
down by a factor of 0.2 to enhance the presentation clarity. VDE blue
shifts upon hydration are noted with the color-coded numbers and
arrows. The insets show the lowest-lying structures. Boron, hydrogen,
oxygen, fluorine, and iodine atoms are, respectively, coloured in pink,
grey, red, green, and magenta.
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To address these questions, in this work, a series of size-
selected monohydrated closo-dodecaborate clusters
B12X12

2�$H2O (X ¼ H, F, I) were generated and characterized in
the gas phase. B12X12

2� clusters are the most well-known boron-
based molecules with icosahedral (Ih) symmetry and excep-
tionally high electronic and structural stability that are tunable
with different ligands X.36–38 In addition, B12X12

2� molecules
also have important medical applications, including boron-
based neutron capture therapy of cancer.39 The nucleophilic H
atoms in B12H12

2� allow the formation of sole B–H/H–O DHBs
in monohydrates, making B12H12

2�$H2O an ideal model, in
which DHBs can be precisely spectroscopically characterized.
This model can then be compared to conventional HBs ranging
from strong B–F/H–O in B12F12

2�$H2O to weak B–I/H–O in
B12I12

2�$H2O. Note that the electronegative uorine as a HB
acceptor always represents a strong HB system, with the
biuoride ion [F–H–F]� as an outstanding example whose HB
strength exists at an intersection between a classical electro-
static interaction and a covalent chemical bond.40,41 We
combined size-selective cryogenic negative ion photoelectron
(NIPE) spectroscopy42,43 and high-level quantum-chemical
calculations to directly investigate these solvated anion clus-
ters. The results unraveled herein consistently imply that the B–
H/H–O DHB is surprisingly strong, even prevailing over the
traditionally strong B–F/H–O HB. Dynamic simulations
further conrm the superior strength and thermodynamic
stability of DHBs in B12H12

2�$H2O.

Results and discussion
NIPE spectra of B12X12

2�$nH2O (X ¼ H, F, I; n ¼ 0, 1)

Fig. 1 shows the 20 K NIPE spectra of B12X12
2�$nH2O (X ¼ H, F,

I; n ¼ 0, 1). The spectral shapes of hydrated B12X12
2�$H2O show

similar patterns to those of each corresponding isolated
B12X12

2�, with their electron binding energies (EBEs) blue
shied. The B12H12

2� with the smallest vertical detachment
energy (VDE) among the three B12X12

2� anions exhibits the
largest VDE shi with a DVDE of 0.31 eV when one H2O mole-
cule is attached, in comparison to the 0.26 and 0.11 eV for X¼ F
and I, respectively (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The measured NIPE
spectra provide crucial information for determining the struc-
tures of these clusters when combining with theoretical
Table 1 Experimental VDEs (eV) and DVDEs (kcal mol�1 and eV in parent
aug-cc-pVTZ(-pp) level, and water binding energies (wBEs, in kcal mol�

difference (direct DE) calculations for B12X12
2�$nH2O (X ¼ H, F, I; n ¼ 0,

VDE (Exp.) VDE (Cal.)

B12H12
2� 1.15 1.36

B12H12
2�$H2O 1.46 1.70

B12F12
2� 1.85 2.07

B12F12
2�$H2O 2.11 2.34

B12I12
2� 2.80 2.86

B12I12
2�$H2O 2.91 3.05

a Experimentally determined as VDE difference between B12X12
2�$H2O

difference in hydrated dianionic and anionic clusters, i.e., [E(B12X12
2�$H

E(B12H12
2�$H2O) � E(H2O) � E(B12H12

2�) at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-p

9856 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9855–9860
calculations. More importantly, DVDE—the VDE difference
between a hydrated anion cluster and the corresponding iso-
lated anion, can be regarded as a direct measurement of
intrinsic water binding energy (wBE) in anionic hydrated
systems.38,44 Therefore, these obtained DVDE values unequivo-
cally indicate that the DHB-driven wBE in B12H12

2�$H2O is
superior to those based on traditional HBs in B12X12

2�$H2O.
B–H/H–O DHB versus B–X/H–O HB (X ¼ F and I)

DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ(-pp) calculations45 predict that
these monohydrates share very similar geometric structures
with a H2O molecule attaching simultaneously to two adjacent
B–X bonds (Fig. 2A) and their calculated VDEs are in good
agreement with the experimental results (Tables 1 and S1†). The
major geometric difference lies in the dihedral angle between
B–X–X–B and H–X–X–H planes, which is 15� for B12H12

2�$H2O
(Cs), 0� for B12F12

2�$H2O (C2v), and 44� for B12I12
2�$H2O (Cs). It
heses) in comparison to calculated VDEs (eV) at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/
1) at the SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level as well as from direct energy
1)

DVDEa (Exp.) wBE (SAPT) wBEb (direct DE)

— —
7.15 (0.31) 14.31 12.26
— —
6.00 (0.26) 13.16 11.45
— —
2.54 (0.11) 8.74 9.76

and isolated B12X12
2�, which equals the water binding energy (wBE)

2O) � E(B12X12
2�)] � [E(B12X12c

�$H2O) � E(B12X12c
�)]. b Direct DE ¼

VTZ(-pp) level with the zero-point energy and entropy corrections.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (A) Lowest-lying structures of B12X12
2�$H2O (X¼H, F, I) with the

corresponding bond lengths, bond angles of B–X/H, dihedral angles
between X–B–B–X and H–X–X–H planes, and restrained electrostatic
potential charge (RESP charge) of X atoms and H atoms in H2O. (B) Plot
of electron density changes of two dominant ETS-NOCV pairs arising
from orbital interactions between B12X12

2� (X¼H, F, I) and H2Owith an
isovalue of 0.0007 a.u.
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is worth noting that unlike the X¼H or F clusters, B12I12
2�$H2O

tends to have hydrogens of water pointing to the middle valley
of two B–I bonds. This is possibly due to the large atomic radius
of iodine and its relatively “positive” charge distribution (Fig. 2A
and Table S2†). As such, all three B12X12

2�$H2O clusters feature
optimal structures with the formation of two identical B–X/H–

O bonds, making them an ideal model enabling direct
comparison of B–H/H–O DHBs with classical B–F(I)/H–O
HBs in a similar chemical environment.

As shown in Table 1, DVDEs for B12X12
2�$H2O, with X ¼ H, F

and I, are measured to be 7.15 (0.31), 6.00 (0.26), and 2.54
(0.11) kcal mol�1 (eV), respectively. The results suggest an
advantageous binding strength of B12H12

2�$H2O that is 1.15
and 4.61 kcal mol�1 stronger than those of B12X12

2�$H2O, X ¼ F
and I. The superiority of binding strength of the former over the
latter two is in accordance with the trend in their calculated X–H
bond lengths/B–X–H angles (1.839 Å/119�, 1.998 Å/122�, and
2.942 Å/108� in B12X12

2�$H2O, X ¼ H, F, and I, respectively). To
compare with the experimental DVDEs, theoretical wBEs were
calculated using both the symmetry-adapted perturbation
theory (SAPT) at the SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level and the
direct energy difference (direct DE) method at the DLPNO-
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ(-pp) level with the zero-point energy
(ZPE) and entropy corrections. The calculated wBEs are larger
than the corresponding DVDE values (Table 1) due to the exis-
tence of appreciable interactions between the singly charged
post-detached B12X12c

� species and water molecule.38,44
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
However, the differences in the SAPT-calculated wBEs for the
three monohydrates indicate that the intermolecular interac-
tion strength in B12H12

2�$H2O is 1.14 and 5.57 kcal mol�1 larger
than that in B12F12

2�$H2O and B12I12
2�$H2O, respectively, in

excellent agreement with the corresponding measured values of
1.15 and 4.61 kcal mol�1 (vide supra). The wBEs calculated using
the direct DE-method suggested that the DHB strength in
B12H12

2�$H2O is 0.82 and 2.50 kcal mol�1 larger than that in
B12F12

2�$H2O and B12I12
2�$H2O, respectively, consistent with

the SAPT results. And the contributions of ZPE and entropy
corrections to the total wBEs are within 3% for all the clusters,
suggesting their negligible effects (Table S3†). The stronger B–
H/H–O interaction is also evidenced via the extended transi-
tion state-natural orbitals for chemical valence (ETS-NOCV)46

analysis (Fig. 2B). The orbital interaction between B12X12
2� and

H2O leads to various degrees of charge transfer (occupied
orbitals of B12X12

2�mixed with unoccupied orbitals of H2O) and
electron polarization (occupied orbitals of B12X12

2� mixed with
its own empty orbitals). Based on the rst two dominant NOCV
pairs, there exists a region of increased electron density marked
in blue, and such a density change is more signicant in
B12H12

2�$H2O than in B12X12
2�$H2O (X ¼ F, I). This analysis

therefore suggests that the B–H/H–O bond is more covalent-
like binding and contributes more to the total interaction
energy than the other two conventional HBs. To further
compare DHBs vs. traditional HBs, quantum theory of atoms-in-
molecules (QTAIM) descriptors47 and core–valence bifurcation
(CVB)48 indices were calculated based on high-quality wave
functions at the bond critical point (BCP) of the intermolecular
interaction of interest as listed in Table S4.† Interestingly, the
QTAIM descriptors well-dened for traditional HBs show
different predictive abilities for the studied DHB. Only the jV(r)j/
G(r) descriptor within the QTAIM and the ELF(C–V) index can
conrm the binding strength advantage of DHBs, suggesting
the robustness and versatility of the two indexes. The jV(r)j/G(r)
denotes the ratio of absolute potential energy density jV(r)j to
Lagrangian kinetic energy density G(r) at the BCP, and the
ELF(C–V) index represents the electron localization function
(ELF) bifurcation value between the ELF core domain and
valence domain. Notably, most of the QTAIM descriptors based
on electron density fail to describe the strength advantage of
DHBs herein, highlighting the urgency of collecting more
spectroscopic DHB data to benchmark the theoretical descrip-
tors that can be universally operative.
Energy decomposition analysis

To quantitatively reveal the bonding nature of the B–H/H–O
DHB, the wBEs are decomposed into four physically meaningful
components (Fig. 3 and Table S5A†). It is shown that the larger
wBE of B12H12

2�$H2O arises from its greater electrostatic,
induction and dispersion terms than those of B12F12

2�$H2O and
B12I12

2�$H2O. Specically, the electrostatic, and induction plus
dispersion terms contribute 0.521, and 1.691 kcal mol�1 to the
total wBE difference between B12H12

2�$H2O and B12F12
2�$H2O

(Table S5B†), respectively, suggesting the key role of induction
and dispersion terms. The larger contribution of induction plus
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9855–9860 | 9857



Fig. 4 Water molecule trajectories in B12H12
2�$H2O at different

temperatures revealed by AIMD simulations and the trajectory tracking
is extracted every 10 fs and varies from blue (start) to white (end).

Fig. 3 (A) Electrostatic (Elst.), exchange (Exch.), induction (Ind.), and
dispersion (Disp.) terms (kcal mol�1) derived from the energy
decomposition analysis at the SAPT2+/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level for
B12X12

2�$H2O (X ¼ H, F, I). (B) Energy difference (DE, in kcal mol�1) of
each term that contributes to the total binding energy difference (DBE)
between B12H12

2�$H2O and B12X12
2�$H2O (X ¼ F, I).

Chemical Science Edge Article
dispersion terms in B12H12
2�$H2O can be attributed to its

bigger polarizability, i.e., isolated B12H12
2� (168 a.u.) versus

B12F12
2� (141 a.u.). In contrast, the induction plus dispersion

terms only contribute 2.806 kcal mol�1 to the DwBE between
B12H12

2�$H2O and B12I12
2�$H2O, signicantly smaller than the

6.701 kcal mol�1 of the electrostatic term, suggesting the
essential advantage of the B–H/H–ODHB over B–I/H–OHB is
driven by the well-established electrostatic interaction.
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulation

In addition, the DHB predominance is also seen from the
analyses of bonding dynamics and molecular vibrations. An
extensive ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation on
B12H12

2�$H2O (Fig. S2A,† le panel) shows an orderly oscil-
lating pattern of the B–H/H–O DHB length with a 263 fs
period, in which the lengths of two B–H/H–O DHBs are found
to increase or decrease simultaneously. However, for the strong
B–F/H–O HBs in B12F12

2�$H2O, a clear periodicity in the bond
length change is not observed (Fig. S2A,† right panel). The two
HBs are anti-correlated, i.e., an increase in one bond length
accompanies a decrease in the other one. For a water molecule
bound onto a borate cage, there are six vibrational modes to
describe the bond length, angle, torsional and wagging motions
(Fig. S3†). Based on the simulated vibrational spectra (Fig. S2B
and Table S6†), the single water stretching vibrations
(symmetric n74 and asymmetric n75, around 3700 cm�1) shi to
lower frequencies with enhanced intensities upon forming HBs.
Such red-shis of �97 cm�1 for n75 and �50 cm�1 for n74 are
predicted in B12H12

2�$H2O, which are more signicant than
those in B12F12

2�$H2O (�38 cm�1 and �12 cm�1) and
B12I12

2�$H2O (�22 cm�1 and �8 cm�1). But the bending
vibration mode of water around 1600 cm�1 seems to be insen-
sitive to the complexation with B12X12

2�. Interestingly, in the
low frequency region, two new mixed modes labelled n4

(233 cm�1) and n5 (253 cm�1) are also predicted in
B12H12

2�$H2O, showing unusual vibrations involving combi-
nations of planar swing and nonplanar torsion (Fig. S4†). The
corresponding modes, however, do not exist in B12F12

2�$H2O or
B12I12

2�$H2O, indicating that these modes are possibly related
to the nuclear quantum effect49,50 involving two coupled light H
atoms in B12H12

2�$H2O.
9858 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 9855–9860
In order to further reveal the water binding stability in
B12H12

2�$H2O, temperature-dependent dynamics simulations
are conducted (Fig. 4). At 20 K, the water molecule moves back
and forth within a limited range restricted by two DHBs. As the
temperature increases to 40 K, the water molecule seems to
move freely on the spherical surface of B12H12

2�. As the
temperature further increases, the water molecule possesses
more freedom. Interestingly, even at temperatures up to 298.15
K, the water molecule can still make irregular movements
around the B12H12

2� cage without completely detaching, in
accord with the remaining strong DHB strength.

Conclusions

In summary, a series of hydrated closo-dodecaborate dianions
B12X12

2�$H2O (X¼H, F, I) have been investigated by combining
experimental NIPE spectroscopy (NIPES) and multiscale theo-
retical simulation. A consistent conclusion can be drawn that
the B–H/H–O DHB shows its strength superiority over
conventional B–F(I)/H–O HBs. The differences of water
binding energy determined by NIPES measurements agree well
with the theoretical predictions. The strength advantage of B–
H/H–O DHBs over strong B–F/H–O HBs mainly arises from
the greater contribution of dispersion and induction terms,
although the electrostatic interaction still plays a dominant role
when compared with relatively weak B–I/H–O HBs. This work,
for the rst time, quanties the strength of DHBs, and
unequivocally proves the superiority of DHBs over the tradi-
tional strong HBs. It is conceivable that DHBs in hydrated
metal-hydrides may become even stronger due to more prom-
inent negative charges located on hydrogen ligands, a fact that
certainly deserves to be explored more in the future for catalytic
reactions and dihydrogen production. Perspectives on impli-
cations derived from the superiority of DHBs and how the
predominance of DHBs governs the water cluster growth are
warranted to better explore aqueous borate chemistry, as anion
solvation oen plays a key role in understanding the related
chemical reactivity and solvation dynamics.51 Therefore, these
outstanding molecular properties of DHBs, unravelled in this
work, can promote more applications in catalysis, chemical
transformations, and selectivity, and have potential to promise
new synthetic routes towards rational assembly of novel
extended covalent materials and structural coding of water
clusters based on the unique dihydrogen interaction.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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